MicroRNAs act as cofactors in bicoid-mediated translational repression.
Noncoding RNAs have recently emerged as important regulators of mRNA translation and turnover [1, 2]. Nevertheless, we largely ignore how their function integrates with protein-mediated translational regulation. We focus on Bicoid, a key patterning molecule in Drosophila, which inhibits the translation of caudal in the anterior part of the embryo [3, 4]. Previous work showed that Bicoid recruits the cap-binding protein d4EHP on the caudal mRNA to repress translation [5]. Here we show that miR-2 family microRNAs are essential cofactors in the repression of caudal. Using an in vivo sensor, we demonstrate that Bicoid acts through a 63 nt response element in the caudal 3' UTR that includes a single miR-2 target site. Mutating that site abolishes Bicoid-mediated repression, and this effect can be partly reversed by expressing a microRNA with compensatory changes that restore binding to the mutated target. Four predicted Bicoid splice isoforms are capable of caudal repression, including two that lack the d4EHP interaction domain; all four isoforms require the microRNA target for repression. The synergy between Bicoid and microRNAs appears to have evolved recently in the context of the drosophilid caudal BRE. The discovery that microRNAs play an essential role in Bicoid-mediated translational repression opens up new perspectives on Bicoid's function and evolution.